
Style has never 
been so affordable
Plantation & Roller Shutters • Awnings • Blinds • Security Screens



A comfortable, stylish home doesn’t have to cost the earth. 

Half Price Shutters have been creating and installing great quality, affordable window 

coverings since 1998.

Today, with one of the country’s largest range of designs, materials and operating 

systems, we are in an enviable position of being able to offer extraordinary style, variety, 

and real value for money.

So step into our world of style, from colours, textures, and materials, to the latest high 

tech features. Half Price Plantation Shutters and Indoor Blinds enhance the way you live 

and bring infinite possibilities to express who you are. 

Our Awnings, Outdoor Blinds, Roller Shutters and Security Screens combine stunning 

good looks with functionality, offering year-round comfort and protection. Open the 

door to alfresco living – no matter what the weather is like.

With Half Price Shutters Plantation & Roller Shutters, Awnings and Blinds, you really can 

afford to create a place you love to come home to.

Half Price Shutters

Plantation & Roller Shutters • Awnings • Blinds • Security Screens



Good quality Roller Shutters can help reduce your energy 

bills by keeping warmth inside during winter, reducing 

the entry of heat in summer, and inviting natural light 

and air into your home all year round. They offer storm 

protection as well – from strong winds, driving rain, hail or 

flying debris. It’s also comforting to know that our Roller 

Shutters are engineered to resist the forced entry of the 

most determined intruders. Our range of manual and 

motorised Roller Shutters come in a variety of powder 

coated colours.

Roller Shutters can make your home feel more secure, 

more comfortable and help to reduce your energy 

bills. Made from interconnecting slats of 0.32 gauge 

aluminium filled with high density polyurethane, they 

easily slide up and down within special edge guides and 

stop at any point. When fully shut, they can block out 

sunlight for people such as shift workers who desire a 

darkened daytime environment. They can also act as a 

highly efficient acoustic barrier, reducing the transfer of 

exterior noise into the home through windows.

Roller Shutters
Roller Shutters provide the privacy and peace-of-mind we need in today’s climate. European designed, Australian 

made, our Roller Shutters not only look good, they act as a deterrent to unwanted intruders whilst controlling the 

amount of light, heat, and noise that enters your home.



Aluminium Shutters. Our Aluminium Shutters combine 

good looks and superior performance with long lasting 

durability, to protect your alfresco areas and allow you 

the luxury of year-round entertaining. You can choose 

from fixed blade shutters or two way closure shutters, in 

four styles; fixed, hinged, bi-fold and sliding. Made from 

hardwearing powder coated aluminium in the latest 

designer colours, the entire range is engineered to 

withstand harsh weather conditions.

PVC Shutters. Welcome to the ultimate in strength, 

stability and precision. Our PVC Shutters are made 

from an environmentally friendly, non-toxic polymer 

that is tougher than timber, so their good looks last 

longer, and chipping, warping and splitting is a thing 

of the past. They are also flame resistant, have better 

thermal and acoustic insulating properties than 

timber, have two way closure and can span up to an 

impressive 900mm per panel width. Their moisture, 

bacteria and termite resistance makes PVC Shutters 

the ideal choice for damp areas. 

Plantation Shutters
Basswood Plantation Shutters. These superb shutters are styled from Basswood, a gorgeous natural hardwood that 

has been kiln-dried for outstanding stability and strength. They are crafted with aerofoil blades and can be finished 

in a range of solid colours or stained to bring out the natural wood grain texture. Basswood Plantation Shutters have 

two way closure, can span up to 900mm per panel and can be incorporated into circular, arched or angled designs.



Pivot Arm Awnings are a great way to protect ground 

floor and upper storey windows. Their spring-loaded 

arms pivot to extend the fabric in an arc away from 

the window. When not needed, the awning can be 

retracted and is kept protected inside an optional hood. 

The awnings are created from canvas, acrylic or mesh 

materials in scalloped, straight and non-valance styles. 

They can all be operated with an external rope, tape or 

winch, or internally with tape, winch or motorised with a 

remote control.

Outdoor
Outdoor entertaining is a way of life and the Half Price 

Shutters collection of contemporary awnings can 

transform any sized outdoor space into a true “living” area. 

From narrow walkways to large decks and courtyards, 

they give you the flexibility to temporarily protect 

your home from harsh weather without the cost of a 

permanent structure. Available in a wide range of fabrics, 

colours and styles and operating choices, they enhance 

your home and lifestyle, while helping you to save on 

energy bills too.

Automatic Awnings are an affordable shading cover for 

ground floor windows, especially in areas such as busy 

narrow walkways, where space is at a premium. The 

fabric glides vertically along metal guide rods, on arms 

that are set at a fixed distance from the window.  These 

awnings are raised and lowered manually and lock into 

position automatically when the arm is released. They 

come in heavy duty canvas, acrylic or mesh materials in 

scalloped, straight and non-valance styles.

Folding Arm Awnings offer the ultimate in protection and 

flexibility. They’re covered with waterproof, UV resistant 

acrylic fabric. Their powder coated aluminium arms can 

extend out horizontally for up to 4 metres to provide 

protection for areas up to 16 metres wide. When it’s not 

needed the awning simply retracts and is concealed in 

a headbox. Our Folding Arm Awnings can be operated 

manually or by remote control. They can also be linked 

with sun and wind sensors that automatically adjusts the 

awning to follow the sun or retract in strong winds.



Wire Guide Blinds are suitable for windows up to 

5,500mm wide. They glide effortlessly up and down 

stainless steel wire guides, offering privacy, controlling 

the amount of light that enters your home and providing 

protection from heat and UV rays. Half Price Shutters 

Wire Guide Blinds feature an attractive anodised 

aluminum base bar, colour co-ordinated cranks and 

brackets, and acrylic, mesh, canvas or clear PVC 

materials. You can operate them either manually or by 

remote control. 

Track Guided Blinds allow you to enjoy your outdoor 

lifestyle whatever the season. Simply push them up and 

pull them down – thanks to specially designed tracks 

on either side, the blind glides smoothly and can be 

stopped at any point. When in the down position it can 

be secured and locked without the need for zippers or 

buckles. The fabric is locked into the tracks and prevented 

from flapping, even in strong winds. You can choose 

from hi-tech solar, PVC tinted or clear PVC materials. 

The blinds can be controlled manually or motorised.

Outdoor Blinds & Screens
Create the wow factor inside and outside your home. Half Price Shutters Outdoor Blinds and Screens 

allow you to cover vast areas in style, increasing your living space and giving you year round control 

over light and airflow, all while maintaining your view and your privacy.



Vertical Blinds are design classics. Your view is never 

compromised – with the hidden wand you can rotate the 

fabric vanes to any angle, and stack them to the left, right 

or split them in the middle. Half Price Shutters Vertical 

Blinds are mould and fade resistant, have an anti-static 

dust resistant coating and easy wipe clean surfaces. 

They are available in 89mm and 127mm vane widths, 

with the options of standard weights and chains, base 

enclosed weights, or chainless base weights.

Indoor Blinds
Roller Blinds look great and easily roll up or down to 

provide privacy, and control the amount of light entering 

your home. Half Price Shutters Roller Blinds can be 

motorised to operate with home automation systems 

or controlled manually with a chain. They feature an 

aluminium base bar, decorator trims and colour 

co-ordinated brackets. You can choose to have your 

blinds made from a wide range of durable fabrics, 

including light filtering, blockout or sunscreen.

Panel Glide Blinds bring style and sophistication to any 

room. Constructed of broad overlapping fabric panels, 

they glide effortlessly sideways along tracks across the 

window. They are the ideal covering for sliding doors and 

large windows, and make stunning room dividers. 

The Half Price Shutter Panel Glide fabric range can be 

co-ordinated with most of our Vertical and Roller Blind 

fabrics for an entire house solution.

Venetian Blinds are back in fashion – with our wide 

range of stylish colours and patterns you’re sure to find 

the perfect addition to your home. Half Price Shutters 

Venetians are made from aluminum (25mm & 50mm 

slats), PVC (50mm & 63mm slats) and natural timber 

(50mm slats), and can be custom made to fit any 

window. They can be installed in reveal or face fit, and 

have special hold-down clips to keep the blind in place.



Amplimesh® Security Screens have been 

Tested and PASSED

• Dynamic impact test

• Jemmy test

• Knife shear test

• Bushfire test & fire attenuation test

• Corrosion test

• Intruder test

•   UV Protection & Window Energy Rating  

Scheme (WERS) tested

• Fall Prevention Suitable

• Insect Protection

Security Screens
Our range of Amplimesh® Security Screens for windows and doors offer unbeatable protection and value for 

money, while still allowing an unobstructed view and fresh air to flow into your home. Both provide maximum 

security, without obstructing the view. With Amplimesh® Security Screens, you can feel confident the mesh will 

defy even the most determined attack from both intruders and corrosion. Fixed Security Screen windows are 

built using fall protection technology, giving you added peace of mind.

Marine Grade materials

Manufactured in Australia, you can choose 

from either 316 marine grade stainless steel 

which has been woven into a fine mesh (16 year 

warranty), or 5052 marine grade aluminium 

perforated sheets (10 year warranty).
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